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This talk
• Synthetic quantum systems – Rydberg quantum simulators
• Classical vs. Quantum non-equilibrium processes
(Quantum contact process)

• (Open) Quantum cellular automata
• Definition
• Non-equilibrium phase transitions

• Non-classical correlations
• Outlook
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Synthetic quantum systems
Rydberg atoms quantum simulator
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Non-equilibrium processes
Lattice dynamics
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Dynamics described by rate 𝜕 𝜌 𝑡 = 𝐿 𝜌(𝑡)
𝑡
equation (master equation):

-

Stationary state: 𝜌 ∞ = lim 𝑒 𝐿𝑡 𝜌(0)
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Order parameter: density of infected sites, 𝑛(𝑡)

-

Absorbing state phase transition
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Continuous phase transition
- Observables show power-law behavior
- Set of critical exponents characterises
the universality class
𝑛SS ∝ 𝜆 − 𝜆𝑐
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Non-equilibrium processes
-

What if infection was a quantum process ?
(healing remains classical)

-

Dynamics starting from a
single infected site
(super-critical region):

-

Also in quantum version: phase
transition from competition
between healing and infection
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Universality class depends on whether infection is classical or quantum

1d classical/quantum contact process:
Directed percolation universality (1d) vs.
Tricritical directed percolation universality (2d)

PRL 123, 100604 (2019)
PRL 116, 245701 (2016)
M. Jo et al., 2004.02672
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Open quantum cellular automata
Is there a setting for exploring the impact of
quantum effects on an equilibrium dynamics
this in a systematic way?

(Open) Quantum Cellular Automata

Open quantum cellular automaton
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- Quantum cellular automata for the purpose of this talk …
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- Inspired by 2d lattice Rydberg quantum simulators
[Browaeys, Lukin, Groß, Bloch, Ahn, Saffmann, …]
- 1+1d dynamics is propagated by quantum gates
- Space-time correlations are encoded in a single 2d quantum states (PEPS)
- Possess close connection to classical probabilistic cellular automata
[see e.g. Hinrichsen, Adv. Phys. 49, 815 (2000)]

Open quantum cellular automaton
- Rydberg states permit to implement conditional
spin rotations by exploiting state-dependent
interactions (here facilitation/anti-blockade)

Conditional spin rotation
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Open QCA dynamics
Setting

- lattice spins initialised in state
where all spins are down
- application of gates to
coherently propagate state

- different gates commute here
Fundamental 3-body gate
t-1 slice
t slice

checks if at least
one spin is in upstate
Quant. Sci. Tech. 4, 02LT02 (2019)

𝑈 = exp −𝑖𝛼𝑆𝑦
flips target spin from
down to up with
probability sin2

𝛼
2

if there is no up-spin
on time slice t-1
don’t do anything on
time slice t
state of target spin
𝜌(1) =∣↓⟩⟨↓∣
state of target spin
𝜌(0) = |𝛼⟩⟨𝛼|

Non-equilibrium phase transition
-

dynamics can be mapped on classical
probabilistic Domany-Kinzel cellular
automaton
[Quant. Sci. Tech. 4, 02LT02 (2019)]
control
target
[Hinrichsen, Adv. Phys. 49, 815 (2000)]

Domany-Kinzel cellular automaton shows
phase transition in stationary state
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Universality class (@p1=0): directed percolation
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Quantum correlations
- also quantum cellular automaton
shows phase transition
- note, that dynamics is fully coherent
𝛼
𝑥 = sin
2
Gate rotation angle
2

Reduced state in each time slice
is separable, i.e. not entangled
(0)

𝑋𝑘 = 𝑃𝑘,𝑘+1 → 𝜌(0)
(1)

𝑋𝑘 = 𝑄𝑘,𝑘+1 → 𝜌(1)

Expectation value take on previous time slice

- however, reduced state is non-classical: non-classical correlations

Quantum correlations
- Quantum correlations are quantified via ‘Local Quantum Uncertainty’
[Adesso, PRL 110, 240402 (2018)]

- Uncertainty due to non-commutativity between observable and state
- Calculated via maximum eigenvalue of operator
Reduced two-spin
density matrix

𝑥 = sin2

𝛼
2

= excitation probability; 𝑐𝑖𝑗 =

𝑛𝑖 𝑛𝑗 = density-density correlations;

𝑛 = excitation density

- Product state if 𝑐𝑖𝑗 =

𝑛𝑖 𝑛𝑗 = 𝑛 , i.e. when sites are uncorrelated

- 𝑐𝑖𝑗 ≠ 𝑛 in vicinity of phase transition

Quantum correlations
- Quantum cellular automaton exhibits quantum correlations
- Quantum correlations linked to density-density correlations:
𝑛𝑖 𝑛𝑗 ≠ 0
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Beyond quantum discord
- entanglement can be introduced by modifying gate
(add unitary on the control time slice)

General gate

𝐺 = exp[−𝑖𝛼(𝜎3+ 𝑈12 𝑃12 + h. c. )]

Control time slice
Target time slice
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Unitary generating entanglement

- Degree of entanglement is
quantified through concurrence
- Controlled by rotation angle w

Gate rotation angle, a

Concurrence between 3 and 4

- Problem: mapping to classical
Domany-Kinzel CA no longer possible
- 1+1d quantum state of encoded in
Projected Entangled Pair State

Entanglement parameter, w

PRL 125, 100403 (2020)

Beyond quantum discord
Phase diagram
- Introduction of
entanglement
changes phase
boundary
- No change of
universality
class
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„Complexity“ of dynamics

Entanglement parameter, a

Spatial correlations

Gate rotation angle, a

- PEPS needs higher bond dimension 𝛸 in
order to converge when gate is entangling

Entanglement parameter, w

Gate
rotation
angle, a

- Open Quantum CA in 1+1d are a convenient setting for
exploring non-equilibrium physics
- Allows access to full space-time correlations at once
- Allow introduction of „quantumness“ from „classical limit“
- Concept bears resemblance of a feed-forward neural network
→ open QCA may offer framework for understanding
role/impact/usefulness of quantum correlations

Temporal
correlations

Summary and outlook
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Unitary quantum perceptron as efficient universal approximator
EPL 125, 30004 (2019)

Many-body quantum engines
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Time crystals
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Kinetically constrained systems
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Sub- and superradiance
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Many-body interactions
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„Synthetic molecules“ with Rydberg ions
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Quantum Neural network dynamics
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